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Book Reviews

Esther $rough the Centuries
by Jo Carruthers. Blackwell Bible Commentary Series. Oxford: Blackwell, 
!""#, xvi + $"% pgs. Illustrated.

On the opening page of Jo Carruthers’ Esther &rough the Centuries, 
we get a glimpse of Margaret $atcher testing her sta% with the ques-
tion “In what book of the Bible is God never mentioned?” $e answer is 
“Esther,” but no one at &' Downing Street gets it right. $e anecdote is 
meant to demonstrate the sheer obscurity of the book of Esther for most 
Gentiles. $e idea of Esther as an unfamiliar text will come as a surprise 
to readers of this journal. Blackwell’s Bible Commentary Series, however, 
does not primarily address Jewish studies scholars. Rather, its readership 
encompasses a much broader group composed of Christians as well as 
non-Christians, and of students and academics alongside pastoral profes-
sionals and members of the educated lay public.

$e Blackwell series organizes its volumes as chapter-by-chapter 
commentaries on the biblical text at hand. A substantial introduction 
addresses key textual issues, announces basic themes, and tags the main 
commentaries and responses that recur throughout the project. $e rest 
of the volume consists of chapters devoted to major chunks of the book 
of Esther (for example, “Esther &:&–(,” “Esther &:&'–)),” “Esther *–+,” 
etc.). For each segment of biblical text, Carruthers reviews major Jewish, 
Christian, and secular responses, selected in order to air con,icts and 
paradoxes in the text’s reception. Issues include Esther’s appropriation by 
both patriarchal and feminist discourses, the recurrence of Esther in pro- 
and anti-Jewish polemics, the use of the book to allegorize Jewish life 
in exile, the politics of empire and genocide, and the literary a-erlife of 
Esther in novels by such luminaries as Hawthorne, Dickens, George Eliot, 
and Margaret Drabble. Carruthers also cites quite a few Esther plays, 
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most notably a tragedy by Racine and several purimshpiels. Carruthers 
is as interested in the Esther of secular literature as she is in theologized 
Hadassahs; the fact that God is never mentioned in the book of Esther 
has invited secular variations from the text’s inception.

$e organization adopted by the Blackwell commentaries is well suited 
to group or independent Bible study as well as the writing of sermons, 
and it works very well for a volume like John Riche’s Galatians &rough 
the Centuries, published in the same series in )''+. Whereas Galatians 
has been burdened by a complex hermeneutical history and belongs to a 
Christian lectionary accustomed to reading the Epistle in pieces, the book 
of Esther is a novella driven by a rapidly unfolding romance narrative, 
traditionally read as a single unit during the festival of Purim. Parceling 
Esther out into chapter and verse deprives the reader of a sense of both of 
the whole of Esther and of the import of any one response or commentary. 
Cognizant of these challenges, Carruthers’ introduction does some work 
toward bringing together the many parts of her book into a more com-
plete vision of “Esther through the centuries.” What emerges is a biblical 
book that belongs fully to Judaism and its liturgical calendar, with more 
uncertain fortunes in Christianity and with a strong showing in secu-
lar literature, where the book’s novelistic form and romance content have 
inspired a myriad of authors to write their own Esther and Hester stories.

Although Carruthers avoids making aesthetic or intellectual evaluations 
of her texts, preferring instead to give as broad and representative an over-
view as possible of Esther’s diverse readers “through the centuries,” some 
major voices nonetheless emerge. Megillah, the tractate of the Talmud 
devoted largely to Esther, and Esther Rabba, which collects midrashic 
responses, frame almost every section of the book, giving traditional Jewish 
commentary the honor of initiating the discussion of Esther’s motives and 
meanings. Renaissance materials are also well represented. Most compel-
ling is João Pinto Delgado’s &e Poem of Queen Esther, written in Spanish 
in &:)* by a Portuguese Marrano and rendered into English by the distin-
guished poet-translator Daniel Slavitt for Oxford University Press in &(((. 
$roughout her book, Carruthers repeatedly returns to Delgado’s text as a 
testament of the “exilic Jewish experience of God” (p. ))), bearing witness 
to the tensions between assimilation and separation that have dogged but 
also enriched Jewish life outside Israel. In one passage, Carruthers notes 
Delgado’s identi;cation with the dilemma of Esther, as Mordecai urges her 
to take the case of the Jews before King Ahasuerus:

… it’s a bitter life that awaits
those whose existence is a ;ction. At any moment
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(which the imposter forever anticipates),
he may be unmasked. $at self he has tried to deny
will return to life and betray him, and he will die.

(cited by Carruthers, p. &::)

Although Carruthers has no time to linger on the passage—the pacing 
of the volume forces her to march swi-ly onward to “Herbert Palmer’s 
&:?@ anti-Papist gloss on Mordecai’s speech” (p. &::)—it is my hope that 
her ample citations and summaries of Delgado’s poem will bring this 
extraordinary work to the attention of readers of Jewish literature and of 
Renaissance and early modern culture.

Esther also makes an appearance in political writings of the Tudor, 
Stuart, and Civil War periods in England. An anonymous play entitled 
A New Enterlude of Godly Queene Hester, written during the reign of 
Henry VIII and published in &A:&, maps the punishment of Vashti, the 
Persian king’s disobedient ;rst wife, onto Henry’s authority to divorce 
and remarry. $e cult of Elizabeth I included robes borrowed from Esther 
(alongside Amazons, fairy queens, and secularized Madonnas). In the 
Civil War period, Esther’s petitioning of the king on behalf of her peo-
ple became an allegory of the defense of English civil liberties and the 
Reformed Church. Readers of this journal will certainly be interested in 
the mobilization of Esther in support of emergent liberalism; with further 
study of some of these Civil War texts, Esther just might take her place 
alongside Moses, David, and Nathan as a female emblem for the Hebrew 
sources of Western political discourse.

Although Carruthers cites major paintings of Esther by Michelangelo, 
Rembrandt, Tintoretto, and Poussin, as well as some examples of illus-
trated megillot, the volume is largely text-driven. I was surprised not 
to see any reference to the painting by Botticelli historically called La 
Derelicta (&e Abandoned), ;rst identi;ed by Edgar Wind not as an image 
of a lovelorn young woman shut out of a palace, but rather as a portrait 
of Mordecai dressed in sackcloth, lamenting before the gate of the king.&

$is powerful painting is one of a series of four wood panels executed 
by Botticelli’s workshop and illustrating the story of Esther; now hang-
ing on museum walls, these panels would have originally graced the sides 
of a cassone, or wedding chest. $e cassone tradition, whose study has 
been fueled in recent years by new interests in feminism, material cul-
ture, and anthropology, is stocked with images of Esther, who, along with 
other Hebrew and classical heroines (but almost no Christian ones), was 
a common subject for a profane art form designed to adorn the marriage 

1 Edgar Wind, “$e Subject of Botticelli’s ‘Derelitta,’ ” Journal of the Warburg and 
Courtauld Institutes 41:2 (October 1940–January 1941), pp. 114–117.
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chambers of Florentine matrons.) It is a pity that Carruthers does not 
include cassone painting in her survey of Esther’s iconography, since the 
cassone e%ect such a vibrant convergence of marriage ritual, domestic 
décor, vernacular feminism, and the reception of Hebrew political cul-
ture in the emergent bourgeois public sphere of the Italian communes.

Sandro Botticelli (&???/A–&A&'), &e Abandoned (oil on panel)@

Another area touched on but not really addressed in Carruthers’ 
text-based, variorum-style study is the role of Esther in liturgy, festi-
val, and performance. Carruthers acknowledges, of course, the centrality 
of Esther to the festival of Purim, but the hermeneutic orientation of 
the Blackwell series does not allow for any sustained analysis of the 

2 John Pope-Hennessy and Keith Christiansen reproduce an extraordinary Esther 
chest, painted between 1460 and 1470, in “Secular Painting in Fi-eenth-Century 
Tuscany: Birth Trays, Cassone Panels, and Portraits,” &e Metropolitan Museum of Art 
Bulletin 38:1, n.s. (Summer 1980), pp. 24–27.

3 $is image is printed with the permission of the Bridgeman Art Library, ASAP 
Creative.
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performative, ritual, and dramatic features of Esther and the extra-lit-
erary forms of life that the book of Esther enjoys in Jewish civilization. 
Although Carruthers analyzes several purimshpiels as well as Christian 
and secular Esther plays, drama does not come forward as a distinctive 
mode of collaborative human expression with its roots in ritual and lit-
urgy. Instead, drama is for Carruthers simply another form of text, to 
be read thematically next to sermons, novels, and Bible commentaries.

Despite its shortcomings, Carruthers’ book succeeds admirably in 
achieving the task set by Blackwell’s Bible Commentary series, which “is 
based on the premise that how people have interpreted the Bible is o-en 
as interesting and historically important as what it originally meant” 
(p. xiii). In Esther &rough the Centuries, Carruthers has assembled 
a veritable banquet of historical responses to this intriguing tale of inter-
marriage, political protest, and national survival, staking out promising 
new territory for scholars interested in pursuing the many trails le- by 
Esther in the histories of the Jews and their neighbors.

Julia Reinhard Lupton, University of California, Irvine

Hagar, Sarah, and $eir Children: Jewish, Christian, and Mus-
lim Perspectives
Phyllis Trible and Letty M. Russell, eds. Louisville: Westminster John 
Knox Press, !""', xii + !(( pgs.

Hagar, Sarah, and Their Children comprises essays that emerged out 
of the )''? Phyllis Trible Lecture Series held at the Divinity School of 
Wake Forest University. Conference presenters revised their papers, and 
additional scholars were asked to contribute to the volume, spanning 
ancient, medieval, and contemporary exegetical and theological treat-
ments of Hagar and Sarah in Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. Although 
the works vary in emphasis, and even more so in quality, the contribu-
tors touch upon and in some instances fully engage feminist readings of 
the Sarah and Hagar narrative. Even understandings of the narrative’s 
role in interpretive traditions are examined by and large through a fem-
inist lens, so much so that a more apt subtitle would include “feminist 
perspectives.”


